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iLearning with

iTunesU
Free lectures, audio books and
language lessons are just some
of the material available
for download on iTunes U.
UK universities are harnessing this
to provide a world-class learning
experience for students anywhere.
Robin Fearon goes online
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magine being able to study for a law
degree at a UK university from anywhere
in the world. You could listen to lectures,
download course content, use live
videolinks to your tutors and even enter
the courtroom using virtual reality equipment
and argue your case for the defence.
Futuristic fantasy? Not entirely, it could be
iTunes U. Most people recognise iTunes as
Apple’s online music store. With iTunes U (the
‘U’ stands for university) users can access a
channel devoted to audio and video podcasts
from universities in the US and the UK.
In June 2008, Apple launched the service
in the UK and Ireland by signing up three

institutions – University College London (UCL),
The Open University and Trinity College Dublin
– to provide online lectures, presentations on
research, university guides and much more.
In October 2008, the University of Cambridge
and the University of Oxford joined the ranks,
while the University of Warwick established an
iTunes U service in January 2009.

Education for all
So does this herald the democratisation of
knowledge where universities throw their
doors open to the masses and provide
education online? Yes and no. All UK content is
free, and while it’s not exhaustive, it provides
topical lectures on subjects such as the credit
crunch or genomics, as well as admissions
information, guided tours and university news.
Like all technologies still in their infancy,
there are still some decisions to be made as
to where it will all lead. A unified vision of the
complete curriculum delivered to students
worldwide is some way from administrators’
minds, but these recent developments are a
step in a new direction.
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The University of Cambridge has more than
300 podcasts available, featuring content
from its Nobel Prize-winners, historian David
Starkey and Dr Chris Smith, whose podcast,
The Naked Scientists, features in iTunes
top 20 science downloads. The University
of Oxford includes interviews with leading
figures such as Joseph Stiglitz, former chief
economist of the World Bank. UCL meanwhile
has lectures by high-profile speakers, such as
Dr Tadataka Yamada of the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation and a tour of the Slade
School of Fine Art summer exhibition.
All have admissions information to guide
students through the process and as a shop
window for what they offer, it’s an impressive
collection. Add to that the convenience of
accessing it on an MP3 player, PDA or mobile
phone and it’s an intriguing package.

strategy when it first appeared. A website is
great if you use it like an electronic brochure
or a gateway to filter communication, but
when you have to constantly update it and
tailor it to students’ needs, it requires a
dedicated team and computing power. A lot
of those concerns have been addressed by
upgrades in processing power and the spread
of broadband networks.
The University of Oxford’s website now fields
more than 700,000 page requests per week,
making it the most visited university website
in the UK. It features podcasts and a blog to
assist applicants, and many of the university’s
departmental and college sites feature audio
and video. Its iTunes U site co-ordinates
this content by putting it all in one easily
searchable place.

creating real exposure.
‘When we first talked to Apple, I saw it as an
opportunity straight away. We didn’t hesitate,’
says Professor Malcolm Grant, UCL president
and provost. ‘We want to deliver lectures and
share intellectual excitement at UCL with the
rest of the world, but they have to be subjects
that stretch people academically and show
them what they can expect by coming to UCL.’
‘On top of that, its ability to impart the
fundamentals of knowledge in a particular
subject is second to none,’ continues Grant.
‘To be able to do it with a Socratic method of
“question-answer” so that people can listen
to it and learn from it is compelling. I believe
it’s absolutely critical to use this technology
as a way to build foundations for more
complex subjects.’
Universities are traditional early adopters of
new technology, but even among educational
institutions there was probably a lukewarm
feeling about interactive media and online
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Web 2.0 is the label frequently given to web
resources that enhance creativity, information
sharing and collaboration. Social networking
sites Facebook and MySpace and open source
encyclopedia Wikipedia are among the most
recognisable of Web 2.0’s projects so far –
all encourage user-generated content and
provide a useful service.
It’s no coincidence that all of the UK
universities involved with iTunes U have
Facebook sites dedicated to providing more
opportunities for students old and new to
connect with the university and its projects.
With the advent of podcasting, new vistas
have opened up for people to connect and
share information.
‘We are moving away from the stance where
universities just dump a lot of information
into a system, say they are using technology
and students readily ignore it, into an area
that is more engaging and interactive,’ says
UCL’s Professor Grant. ‘With iTunes U we can

	Use the web links (to the right) or open up
iTunes on your computer
 Click on iTunes Store in the
left-hand panel
 In the next screen you’ll see a link
to iTunes U and where you can
search institutions and courses.

Popular iTunes U
downloads

Stiglitz on Credit Crunch
Joseph Stiglitz, University of Oxford
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Reaching out.

John Lock Lectures in Philosophy
University of Oxford
Portales: beginners’ Spanish
The Open University
The World is Flat 3.0
Thomas Friedman, MIT World
Law and Poetry
University of Cambridge

supplement formal lectures by providing
more stimulating content than is offered in a
textbook. To supplement that we have webbased teaching tools which give feedback and
instant assessment.’
Is it a new era in course delivery for UK
universities? The Open University traditionally
deals with distance learning courses using
web resources and traditional learning
materials. Professor Denise Kirkpatrick is
pro-vice chancellor of learning and teaching
and quality at The Open University. When
asked about remote delivery of an entire
university curriculum, she comments: ‘We
are not using iTunes U to deliver lectures.
We are using it to make a range of learning
resources available – audio, video, interviews,
commentaries and transcripts of learning
materials associated with a selection of our
courses. We’ve chosen to present shorter
tracks that suit the medium of the internet
and the mobile device.’

a tool, not a substitute
Right now iTunes U is a convenient channel
for The Open University to increase access
to materials for students and potential
students. It also provides a forum to increase
public understanding on a variety of subjects
from archaeology to computing. ‘We have a
development project designing programmes
specifically for overseas students who wish
to study with us, while staying in their home
country,’ continues Professor Kirkpatrick.
‘We’re also making use of mobile devices to
provide mobile learners with the opportunity
for quick quizzes on content, but neither of
these works through iTunes U.’
It’s a shopfront for study and research, but
not a delivery system for whole programmes
of study insists Kirkpatrick. The bottom line
at the University of Oxford is similar. Carolyne
Culver, head of external communications

‘We are not using iTunes U to deliver lectures.
We are using it to make a range of
learning resources available – audio, video,
interviews, commentaries and transcripts
of learning materials associated
with a selection of our courses’
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says iTunes U cannot substitute tutorials and
lectures. ‘You won’t find a complete academic
year of history lectures on there because
Oxford education is heavily involved with
one-to-one and group tutorials,’ she explains.
‘You will never replace that with a podcast. It
is really there for people to see what we offer
and to give them a sense of what we do.’
So what of the original premise – a virtual
university? Nobody would bet against it
becoming a possibility in the next 25 years
with the current rate of technological
discovery in computing and diminishing
equipment costs.
‘We are moving towards the day when
interactive technologies can provide a
complete syllabus over the internet, but
in my opinion it must be accompanied
and supported by face-to-face
communication with a human being,’

offers Grant. ‘You can pick up a lot from
reading a book or looking at a screen,
but it’s never going to truly inspire you.
What inspires you is having another human
being who challenges your assumptions,
who forces you to think in a different way
and respond on your feet’ n

want to
know more?
University of Cambridge on iTunes U
www.cam.ac.uk/video/itunesu.html
The Open University on iTunes U
www.open.ac.uk/itunes
University of Oxford on iTunes U
http://itunes.ox.ac.uk
UCL on iTunes U
http://itunes.ucl.ac.uk
University of Warwick on iTunes U
www2.warwick.ac.uk/itunesu
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